Xavier University

Scholarly Presentations, 1995-1999
College of Arts & Sciences
ART

PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


Pryor, J. (1997). The Jungian anima in Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo. 8th Annual Conference on Science and Culture, Kentucky State University, Frankfort, KY.


EXHIBITIONS & COMMISSIONS


Chouteau, S.M. (1998). Xavier University Art Faculty Show, Xavier University Gallery, Cincinnati, OH.


Karagheusian, M. (1998). Faculty Exhibition, Xavier University Department of Art, Cincinnati, OH.


Karagheusian, M. (1996). The Best of 1996. Ohio Craft Museum, Columbus, OH; and traveling to Bowling Green State University Fine Arts Center, Bowling Green, OH.


PROCEEDINGS


OTHER


REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


**PROCEEDINGS**


**OTHER**


Hedeen, S. (1999). Ecological effects of a lake at Camp Friedlander, a presentation at the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Milford, OH.


Hedeen, S. (1998). Mill Creek watershed greenway system trails, Mill Creek Watershed Council, Cincinnati, OH.


Hedeen, S. (1998). Mill Creek: habitat and water quality, a presentation at the Audubon Society of Ohio, Cincinnati, OH.

Hedeen, S. (1998). Caring for the watershed, a presentation at the Greater Cincinnati Master Gardeners Association, Cincinnati, OH.


Laine, P. (1996). Teaching science by inquiry. At inservices for the following school districts: Cincinnati Public Schools, Clermont County Public Schools, Clinton County Public Schools, Bethel-Tate Public Schools, Butler County Public Schools.
CHEMISTRY

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


OTHER

**Davis, C.M.** (1998). Photochemical and redox reactions and spectroelectrochemistry of boron-hydride clusters. Chemistry Department Seminar, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH.

**Davis, C.M.** (1997). Green flames and deficient electrons: A case for Joe Friday, chemist. Junior Faculty Research Forum, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.

**Davis, C.M.** (1997). Reaction mechanisms and infrared spectro-electrochemistry of boron hydrides. Departmental Seminar, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH.

**Fenlon, E.E.** (1998). Silatrane-nucleosides as transition state analogues for phosphoryl transfer reactions. Lecture for Cincinnati Section of the American Chemical Society, Cincinnati, OH.

**Hopkins, B.M.** (1998). Preparing future faculty. Seminar, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH.


McLoughlin, D.J. (1997). *Presentation of DNA structure and sequence in the classroom.* Lecture for Cincinnati Urban Initiative Teacher Enhancement Project, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


McLoughlin, D.J. (1997). *Structure, function, and analysis of DNA.* Lecture to Institute of Divine Metaphysical Research, Middletown, OH.

McLoughlin, D.J. (1997). *Teaching with a mission?* Fall University Seminar, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


CLASSICS

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


Shapiro, S.O. (1999). *Fate and free choice in Herodotus’ Histories.* Paper presented at the Classical Association of the Middle West and South. Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH.


**OTHER**


COMMUNICATION ARTS

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


ENGLISH

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


Williams, T. (1997). In line at the neighborhood grocery store. The Bridge, 6, 20-22.


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


**REVIEWS & CREATIVE WRITING**


Winkelmann, C. L. (1997). A prayer for solidarity and hope in the struggle against woman-hatred and sexism. In Annette Eser, Anne Hunt Overzee, and Susan Roll (Eds.). Re-visiting our sources; Women’s spirituality in European perspectives (p. 120). The Netherlands: KOK Pharos; Continuum Books, USA.


READINGS


Williams, T. (1998). Colloquium poetry series, English Department, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI.


Williams, T. (1996). Poetry reading at York Street Cafe, Newport, KY.


OTHER


Russell, A. (1997). Teaching research. Workshop for writing faculty, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


Williams, T. (1999). Miracle, accident, race—or boredom. Contemporary Issues Forum, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


Winkelmann, C.L. (1997). *Working in the spirit of the Ignatian vision*. Manresa, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


Winkelmann, C.L. (1997). *Our mission and justice*. Xavier University Board of Trustees. Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


Winkelmann, C.L. (1997). *Listening to the voices of women*. Young Jesuits Conference, Milford, OH.


HISTORY

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


Anderson, M.C. (1996). We do not intend to go and do likewise: From competition to cooperation between Catholic and Protestant child welfare agencies in progressive-era Cincinnati. Paper presented at the American Society of Church History. Atlanta, GA.


Fairfield, J.D. (1997). Of publics and patterns: Planning and design as democratic process. Paper presented at the American Society for City and Regional Planning History Conference, Seattle, WA.


Korros, A.S. (1999). Russian civil society and the state at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries: New looks at an old question. Roundtable presentation for the American Association for the Advance of Slavic Studies, St. Louis, MO.
Korros, A.S. (1999). Integration of Medieval and Early Modern Russian history into survey courses. Paper presented at Midwest Russian History Workshop, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH.


Smythe, K.R. (1997). It was easier to learn these things from your grandfather: Fipa grandparents in the twentieth century. Paper presented at the African Studies Association, Columbus, OH.


PROCEEDINGS


OTHER


MATHEMATICS & COMPUTER SCIENCE

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


Rossa, B.E. (1996). The impact of calculus reform on the teaching of precalculus. Paper presented at the Fall 1996 Meeting of the Ohio section of the Mathematical Association of America and the Mathematical Association for Two Year Colleges at Denison University. Granville, OH.


PROCEEDINGS


MODERN LANGUAGES

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


REVIEWS


OTHER


Hodgson, I.B. (1997). *Inside Cuba*. Two presentations (one in Spanish and one in English) for students, staff and area teachers at Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


MUSIC

REFERRED PUBLICATIONS


LECTURES & RECITALS

**Buel, D.** (1997). Evening musicale. Commentary on music performed from Baroque to the Contemporary Period. Westwood Methodist Church, Cincinnati, OH.


CONCERTS & RECITALS


Roehrig, H.J. (1999). Director of concert choir Germany tour in conjunction with the Sister City 10th Anniversary Celebration. Performance given in Old City Hall, Munich, Germany.


Roehrig, H.J. (1998). Christ with Musica Sacra: Schütz, Mendelssohn, Rutter, Sousa. Christ the King Church, Cincinnati, OH.

Roehrig, H.J. (1998). Coordinator and director of religious services: Christ the King Church, Cincinnati, OH.


CONCERTS & RECITALS AT XAVIER


Buel, D. (1996). Faculty research forum: From Bach to Rock, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


Buel, D. (1996). Music at noon! Faculty Recital Series, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


Roehrig, H.J. (1996). Fall concert with Xavier University Concert Choir. Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


PHILOSOPHY

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


**Polt, R. (1997).** Translation of *Twilight of the Idols* by Friedrich Nietzsche. Indianapolis, IN: Hackett


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


PROCEEDINGS


REVIEWS & OTHER WORKS


OTHER


Meconi, D. (1998). The Trinity in Catholic thought. All Saints Church, Cincinnati, OH.


REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


THEOLOGY

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


**Bracken, J.A.** (1997). While being as infinite is formless, being as infinite is not concrete: A reply to George Helal’s “Pure existence, formless infinite being as ultimate reality and meaning.” (URAM 17:70-83) *Ultimate Reality and Meaning, 19*, 156-57.


BOOKS


**PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES**


Knitter, P.F. (1999). *Autobiographical reflections on bridging the gap between dialogue and theology*. Presentation and discussion with the faculty of Creighton University, Omaha, NE.


REVIEWS & OTHER


Miller, R. (1998). Revisiting Lukan account of Bent Over Women and Cup of Strength. Immaculate Heart of Mary Church, Cincinnati, OH.

College of Social Sciences
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


OTHER


EDUCATION

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


**PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES**


Hamill, L.B. (1999). *One school district’s efforts to develop a formal inclusion program at the secondary level*. Paper presented at the American Association on Mental Regardation, New Orleans, LA.
Hamill, L.B. (1998). *Provider specialist and agency specialist degree programs at the university level.* Paper presented at the (Council for Exceptional Children) Teacher Education Division Conference, Dallas, TX.


Wubbolding, R. (1997). *Effective reality therapy in 10 sessions or less.* (Workshop with William Glasser, MD). Cincinnati, OH.


**PROCEEDINGS**


**OTHER**


Gardner, B.S. (1996). Member of Graduate Program Review Committee, Western Carolina State University. Cullowhee, NC.


Gardner, B.S., & Korth, S. (Eds.) (1995). HRD syllabi. (Compilation of 54 HRD syllabi from 18 universities.) Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


Hamill, L.B. (1998). Leadership today training. Three day workshop for board members, Cincinnati, OH.


Hamill, L.B. (1996). Curriculum adaptations to facilitate inclusion of secondary special education students. Full day inservice for South East Ohio Special Education Regional Resource Center area educators, Athens, OH.


Quinn, R.W. (1998). How to improve the seven speeds of soccer: Chapter 2-Improving perceptual speed; Chapter 3-Improving anticipation speed; Chapter 4-Improving decision-making speed; Chapter 5-Improving reaction speed. *Performance Conditioning for Soccer, Publisher.*


Riordan, T. (1997). Poetry reading, Ohio Association of College Stores. Fall meeting at Radisson North. Columbus, OH.


HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


Scheer, S., Schmidt, S., Guo, L. (1997). Destinations and length of stay of acute stroke survivors in a large metropolitan area. Poster presented at American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine, Boston, MA.


**PROCEEDINGS**


**OTHER**


MacDowell, N.M. (1999). Principal investigator: Development and implementation of a regional health status indicators database to assist in training Health Services Administration students about community health assessment. U.S. Health Resources and Services Administration, Special Project associated with Health Administration Training Grant.


Schick, I.C., Hellkamp, D. & Beres, L. (1998). Values and ethics in professional programs. Xavier University, College of Social Science Conference, Cincinnati, OH.


Schick, I.C. (1995). Key ethical issues for the 1990s. Institute for Retirement Learning, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH.
NURSING

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


Schmidt, S., Schmidt, S., & Guo, L. (1997). *Destinations and length of stay of acute stroke survivors in a large metropolitan area*. Paper presented at the American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine, Boston, MA.


**OTHER**


McKoy, Y. (1998). *Intervening with aggressive patients*. Deaconess Hospital, Cincinnati, OH.


Moore, L.W. (1999). *The meaning of severe visual impairment in older women*. Poster session at the National Gerontological Nursing Association, Minneapolis, MN.


OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


Estes, J. (1997). Ethical and professional issues in decision making. Paper presented to Cincinnati Occupational Therapy Institute, INC. (COTI), Cincinnati, OH.

Estes, J. (1997). Legal and ethical forces in professional decision making. Paper presented at the Ohio Occupational Therapy Association Conference, Columbus, OH.


Sarbaugh, B. (1997). *Comparison of handwriting legibility to pencil grasp as part of Special Issues in School Based Practice.* Paper presented at the American Occupational Therapy Association Annual Conference, Orlando, FL.


**OTHER**


Miller, G. (1997). The ADA as it relates to fieldwork supervision. Presentation at Cincinnati OOTA District Meeting, Cincinnati, OH.


Jahn, J. & Sarbaugh, B. (1999). Don’t let your lapsed psych skills put you in jeopardy with your phys dis clients! Review of psychiatric disorders presented in game format at the Ohio Occupational Therapy Association, Cincinnati, OH.
POLITICAL SCIENCE & SOCIOLOGY

REVIEWED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


White, T.J. (1997). *Teaching the third world from a multicultural perspective: Indigenous voices critique the West.* Paper presented at the 2nd WCCI region VI Canada-USA Chapter Interdisciplinary Education Conference at the University of Illinois, Chicago, IL.


OTHER


PSYCHOLOGY

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


**PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES**


Stukenberg, K.W. (1996). The treatment of delayed grief. Case conference presented at Xavier University Department of Psychology, University of Cincinnati College of Medicine Department of Psychiatry and the Veteran’s Administration Hospital of Cincinnati Department of Psychology. Cincinnati, OH.


OTHER


Chelune, G., Sands, K., Barrett, J., Naugle, R., Ledbetter, M., & Tulsky, D. (1999). Test-retest characteristics and measures of meaningful change for the Wechsler Memory Scale-III. Poster session at the International Neuropsychological Society, Boston, MA.


Dacey, C.M. (1999). A campus response to alcohol-related risky behaviors of students. Presentation to the Student Life Subcommittee of Board of Trustees, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


Dacey, C.M. (1999). Faculty involvement in campus response to alcohol-related risky behaviors of students. Presentation to the campus community.

Dacey, C.M. (1999) Faculty involvement in campus response to alcohol-related risky behaviors of students. Presentation to Faculty Committee, Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.


Dunphy, M.D., & Hart, K.J. (1997). MMPI-A profiles of adolescents accused of violent vs nonviolent crimes. Poster session at the Southeastern Psychological Association, Atlanta, GA.

Hart, K.J. & Griffiths, B. (1997). Assessment of malingering in juvenile forensic evaluations using the A-HFCP. Poster session at the Southeastern Psychological Association Conference, Atlanta, GA.

Hart, K.J., & Griffiths, B. (1997). Assessment of malingering in juvenile forensic evaluations using the A-HFCP. Poster session at the Southeastern Psychological Association Conference, Atlanta, GA.


Hellkamp, D.T. (1999). A state/private university collaboration that has produced change: Graduate psychology education in working with the severely mentally disordered population. Symposium presented at the All-Ohio Institute on Commodity Psychiatry, Cleveland, OH.

Hellkamp, D.T. (1999). Forensics: The law and mental health from a psychologists perspective. Invited lecture, The multidisciplinary program consortium series, University of Cincinnati Medical School, Cincinnati, OH.


Nelson, W.M., III (1999). Therapeutic interventions with aggressive and delinquent youth: The cognitive-behavioral approach. Xavier University, Cincinnati, OH.

Nelson, W.M., III (1999). What’s in the child’s best interest as parents battle/plan for custody and visitation? Hamilton County Municipal Court Private Compliant Mediation Service, Cincinnati, OH.

Nelson, W.M., III (1999). A workbook approach to dealing with aggressive and violent youth. Veteran’s Administration Hospital, Cincinnati, OH.


Stukenberg, K.W., Brady, C., & Klintob, N. (1999). Use of the MMPI-2’s VRIN scale with severely disturbed populations: Consistent responding may be more problematic than inconsistent responding. Poster presented at the Society for Personality Assessment, New Orleans, LA.


SOCIAL WORK

BOOKS


REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


OTHER


Heydt, M. (1994). In their own words: A qualitative study of growing up with chemical dependency and sexual child abuse. Doctoral dissertation, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH.


Williams College Business
ACCOUNTING & INFORMATION SYSTEMS

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


**PROCEEDINGS**


OTHER


Fiorelli, P. Staff editor, Journal of Legal Studies Education; Staff editor, Midwest Law Review.


O’Clock, P. (1996). Member of the editorial review board for the journal, Teaching Business Ethics.


ECONOMICS & HUMAN RESOURCES

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


OTHER


FINANCE

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


PROCEEDINGS


OTHER


MANAGEMENT & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


**BOOKS**


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


Clark, T. (1997). Teaching students the importance of attentive listening skills. Paper presented at the Midwest Association for Business Communication, Dayton, OH.


**PROCEEDINGS**


**OTHER**


Park, D. Program committee reviewer. Southwest Division Academy of Management Meeting.


Shriberg, A. (1995). Diversity and your law firm. Columbus Bar Association, Columbus, OH.


MARKETING

REFEREED PUBLICATIONS


BOOKS


PRESENTATIONS AT ACADEMIC CONFERENCES


Hayes, T. (1998). Advice my father would have given me had he been in higher education marketing... Or had I been listening. Key note address. Paper presented at 1998 symposium for Marketing of Higher Education, San Antonio, TX.


PROCEEDINGS


OTHER


